
Philosophy Meeting#12
⇐ Are humans "the reasoninganimal ?

" l s reason
funtaenertal to human nature? Is reason necessary to
live a " good " life?

Aristotle classifies humans as " reasoning animals
" and

states that the best life is one lived in accordance
with reason. He ever went so far as Toby that
reason is the higheslgodd and uttimutepupafe of
humanity !

Clearly, there wereone problems with this . for example,
there are all kinds of subconscious biases we have that
we can't control

.

Shan Shan asked how wewere defining " reason." we couldn't
come up with a rock-solid definition, but it definitely has
to do with weighingevidence and sometimes suppressingemotions / instincts.
We also noticed that reason seems to be ameans-t.am
end , but all of the certs are (and must be) emotional
in nature .

Shanshan also pointed out that, whether reason is necessary
for a" good life" or not, wewill alway use reason to some

extent . Each action wetake isit either " national" or
+ irrational,

" but some mixture of thetwo .
Q Can neglectingto use reason ever be beneficial ?

Can someone Ieat a " better" life without reason
(or without using

" merch" reason) ?

\



see; Ettinglike this !

Here aresome examples of scenarios thatwe came up with
in which it might be beneficial to neglect reason :↳ Luke suggested that in time- sensitive or urgentcircumstances

,
it might bebetter to rely on instinct or "muscle

memory
" leg . ina combat situation) because reagan( issue I:L GTFthat emotion & reasonI means Enemies: Esen:Fw,

and you
could only help themat great personal expense,

your emotions might urgeyou to make a personal
sacrificele your reader might urgeyou to
takethe selfish but more responsible option£
Reasoning takes energy and can be exhausting.Tryingto exercise reason and suppress emotion all the timeµ
,
Iyanya!

Possible, so it might be necessary to
strategically " spend" willpower on more important
business -

us inthe last few weeks of their life, it
might benefit them to believe (without evidence) in the
existence of an afterlife, so that they Toit have a
crisis and waste the last moments of their life .

\



Next
,
we considered Cliffort's point of view on reason .

Using the boat anecdote , heshowed how someone can
commit an unethical action by tdudgthunsehg into
believingthat they are to ingthe right thing , or
"lazily " abetting a belief without weighing evidence orbingthe hard work of doubting it .
He took this ever further by arguingthat since everyone
opinions and beliefs contribute to the ideological fabricof society, any irrational belief that we express is
unethical .
⇐ Does this mean that we are behavingunethically

whereverwe
, say, held religious beliefs or take

somethingon faith ?
Sarah Luna says no,

because not all scenarios are as
risky as the boat situation . If someone is havingahard time and you intro Lce themto a religion, it's
much more probable that it will positively affect
their life than have disastrous consequences .
Yet
,
as Agastya notices , her lots of people irrationallybelieve in a story , there cue be his astrovs

consequences (e.g . Crusades !)

wetrussed this for a while longer, and then I made a
clumsy and mostly unsuccessful attempt to explainHilbert's Program, theDecision Problem , Turing, and
Giebel . The point being: our reasoninghas funtanwtallimitations .


